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RESEARCH NOTE

A disproportionate burden: strict voter identification laws and
minority turnout
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aDepartment of Political Science, University of Oklahoma, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO,
USA; bDepartment of Political Science, UCSD, San Diego, CA, USA; cDepartment of Political Science, Michigan
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ABSTRACT
Critics of the recent proliferation of strict photo identification laws
claim these laws impose a disproportionate burden on racial
minorities. Yet, empirical studies of the impact of these laws on
minority turnout have reached decidedly mixed results. State and
federal courts have responded by offering mixed opinions about
the legality of these laws. We offer a more rigorous test of these
laws by focusing on more recent elections, by relying on official
turnout data rather than surveys, and by employing a more
sophisticated research design that assesses change over time
using a difference-in-difference approach. Our analysis uses
aggregate county turnout data from 2012 to 2016 and finds that
the gap in turnout between more racially diverse and less racially
diverse counties grew more in states enacting new strict photo ID
laws than it did elsewhere. This analysis provides additional
empirical evidence that strict voter ID laws appear to discriminate.
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Strict voter identification laws are proliferating around the country. Prior to 2006, no state
required citizens to provide a valid photo identification in order to vote. Today, 11 states
have strict ID laws in place and more states appear to be waiting in the wings. Critics have
vilified these laws as anti-democratic and anti-minority (Weiser 2014). From this perspec-
tive, strict voter ID laws have little purpose other than to limit the legitimate participation
of racial and ethnic minorities and other disadvantaged groups, and to bias outcomes in
favor of the Republican legislators who pass them.

But on the other side of the debate supporters have been just as vocal. They argue that voter
identification laws are necessary to reduce voter fraud and instill greater legitimacy in the
democratic process (Kobach 2011). Advocates also argue that voter identification laws do
not reduce the participation of citizens because they do not prevent legitimate voters –
almost all of whom have identification – from entering the voting booth. The only thing
that is clear is that the stakes forAmericandemocracy arehighandgrowinghigher by the year.

In many ways, the courts have served as the primary battle site over these laws. Almost
every strict ID law has been challenged in the courts. In one of the most important cases,
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Crawford vs Marion County, the Supreme Court ruled that a 2005 strict voter identifi-
cation law passed in Indiana was constitutional. But that has not stopped opponents
from filing suit against different versions of the law. Currently, voter identification laws
are being litigated in at least six states with laws being challenged in four states as uncon-
stitutional (14th and 15th Amendments) and/or in violation of the Voting Rights Act
(Alabama, North Carolina, North Dakota, and Wisconsin) and in two others as violating
state law (Iowa and Missouri).1

In past legal proceedings, the court’s ruling has appeared to rest more than anything else
on the balance between the burden that these laws pose on racial and ethnic minorities and
the state’s interest in the integrity of the electoral process. And, that balance often seems to
rest on the weight of the empirical evidence about the burden these laws pose to minorities.
When the empirical evidence to document a substantial burden has been foundwanting, the
courts – including the Supreme Court – have generally ruled that these laws are consti-
tutional.2 When in other cases, more convincing evidence of a real burden has been put
forward, several courts have ruled against these laws.3 With the fate of these laws continues
to be adjudicated by the courts, more rigorous empirical evidence is needed.

In all of this, it is important to note that no two voter ID laws are identical and different
laws in different states may be targeting different groups. For example, North Dakota’s
strict ID law requires an ID with a residential street address which may disproportionately
target and impact Native Americans many of who live on reservations without official
street addresses. By contrast, Texas’s initial ID law allowed residents to use a concealed
carry gun license but not a state-issued student ID – a pattern that critics felt favored
Whites and disproportionately impacted Blacks and Hispanics.

Existing evaluations of voter ID laws

Unfortunately, despite all of the attention given to these laws, the empirical evidence is not
yet entirely convincing one way or another. Crucially, we know that racial and ethnic min-
orities are less likely than whites to have ready access to valid identification (Ansolabehere
2014; Stewart 2013; GAO 2014; Barreto et al. 2019; Hood and Buchanan 2019). But would
these individuals actually vote in the absence of these laws? And would mobilization in
opposition to these laws by parties, non-profit organizations, or others actually increase
turnout among some voters (Citrin et al. 2014; Valentino and Neuner 2017)?

When studies go one critical step further and focus on voter turnout and seek to directly
assess whether these laws reduce participation and skew the electorate in favor of one
racial group over another, the results have been decidedly more mixed. Earlier studies
tended to find few effects (Alvarez, Bailey, and Katz 2008; de Alth 2009; Mycoff,
Wagner, and Wilson 2009; Hood and Bullock 2012). More recent studies tend to demon-
strate a significant, if sometimes inconsistent, racially disproportionate impact (Dropp
2013; GAO 2014; Hajnal, Lajevardi, and Nielson 2017, 2018; Fraga 2018). Critics are,
however, quick to note the data limitations of these studies (Grimmer et al. 2018).

Given the mixed findings to date and given the importance and necessity of persuasive
empirical evidence for the courts to decide the future of voter identification laws in the
states, it is clear that we need a stronger test that will provide greater insight into the
impact of these laws on the minority population and in so doing offer more compelling
results for the courts and policy makers.
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A stronger test

In order to advance the empirical literature and to effectively contribute to the legal debate,
any new study needs to address three critical flaws evident inmuch of the existing empirical
studies. First, it must focus on recent elections and distinguish between strict photo ID laws
and other less stringent ID laws. One reason for the difference in findings between earlier
and later studies seems clear. Much of the research published before 2013 focused almost
exclusively on the impact of non-strict voter identification laws. That is understandable
since the strictest versions of the lawswere not implemented until recently, but it is also pro-
blematic given that it is only strict ID laws that require identification in order to vote.

Second, a new study should rely on official turnout data rather than on potentially pro-
blematic survey data as much of the research has done. Much of the scholarship on strict
voter ID laws has focused on self-reported turnout – a major problem since substantial
and racially uneven shares of the public over-report turnout (Abramson and Claggett
1991; Ansolabehere and Hersh 2012).

The final and perhaps most important concern with the research to date is methodo-
logical. As Highton (2017) and others have noted, most studies use cross-sectional data
when assessing the impact of ID laws but since states that pass these laws so clearly
differ from states that do not, causal inference is limited. The solution according to
Highton (2017) and Erikson and Minnite (2009) is to focus on over time changes
through a difference-in-difference approach. Unfortunately, no study has yet incorporated
each of these three elements into a more definitive test.

In this article, we seek to move forward on all three fronts and thus to contribute both
to the empirical debate and to the legal discussion by providing concrete evidence about
the consequences of voter identification laws for turnout among marginalized segments of
the American public. Specifically, our analysis uses a difference-in-difference approach to
compare turnout changes in states that recently implemented strict photo ID laws with
turnout changes in states not implementing strict ID laws over the same time period.
We focus on turnout changes across the two most recent presidential elections in 2012
and 2016. Alabama, Mississippi, Virginia, and Wisconsin all implemented strict photo
ID laws over this period. We define a strict voter identification law as any electoral law
that requires voters to present identification before their ballot will be officially
counted.4 Our test also employs official turnout data, namely official county-level aggre-
gate vote totals for all 3142 counties in the United States.5

Our analysis uses two official data sources. First, to measure aggregate turnout in each
county in each contest, we compile the official vote totals for each county in each election
and Census data on the voting age population in each county.6 Second, we add Census
data on the racial and ethnic breakdown of the voting age population by county. By com-
bining these two data sources, we can look at how turnout changes from 2012 to 2016 in
each county vary by the racial and ethnic composition of each country. If strict voter
identification laws disproportionately impact racial and ethnic minorities, we would
expect aggregate turnout in racially diverse counties to fall more (relative to aggregate
turnout in largely White counties) in states that implement new strict ID laws, than it
does in states that don’t enact new ID laws.7

To try to address the concern that we are using aggregate turnout to try to make infer-
ences about individual voter behavior (the ecological fallacy problem), we perform two key
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tests in the online appendix (Section 11). One uses data from a state where turnout by race
is officially recorded to show that aggregate country turnout is a reasonable proxy for the
turnout of the majority racial group in each county. The other employs a similar differ-
ence-in-difference design using validated individual-level vote data from a national
survey to show that strict identification laws have a similar pattern of racial effects at
the individual level. However, we want to be very clear that neither test can definitively
rule out all concerns related to the ecological inference problem. Ultimately, we can
only say how aggregate turnout changes as counties become more or less racially
diverse and cannot be certain how turnout by race differs within each county.

Testing the impact of ID laws by modeling changes in turnout between
2012 and 2016

The basic test is at its heart direct and straightforward. To determine if the implemen-
tation of strict photo ID laws has a racially disparate impact, we look to see if turnout in
racially diverse counties declines relative to turnout in predominantly white counties
more in states enacting strict voter IDs than it does in states not enacting strict ID
laws over the same time period. In other words, we utilize a difference-in-difference
design. We perform that basic test in several different ways to ensure the robustness
of our findings.

We first undertake a state fixed effects regression analysis that includes all counties in all
states.8 By including state fixed effects, we essentially control for all state-level character-
istics that don’t change over this time period. If a state was more Republican or more
hostile to minority voting rights in ways that we did not measure, or in ways that are
not measurable at all, that difference would be accounted for in the fixed effects model.
But state fixed effects do not control for factors that are changing in each state. Thus,
we also include controls for change in every factor that we think could impact turnout
in each state. Specifically, we include the following measures of state electoral conditions:
(a) the share of the state’s population that identifies as Democratic, (b) the amount of cam-
paign spending in the state in the federal election, (c) the margin of victory in the state in
the presidential election, (d) partisan control of the state Senate, House, and Governor’s
office, (e) whether or not statewide contests were contested, (f) whether or not statewide
contests are open seats, and (g) candidate vote shares in statewide contests. In terms of
state electoral laws, we control for changes in (a) the registration deadline and whether
or not the state has (b) early voting, (c) vote-by-mail, (d) no excuse absentee ballots,
and (e) same day registration. Finally, we also control for the following county-level demo-
graphics: (a) educational makeup (percent of adults with a bachelor’s degrees), (b) income
(median income), (c) age distribution (median age), (d) gender (percent female), (e) econ-
omic conditions (unemployment rate), family structure (share of households with chil-
dren), and religion (percent Protestant, percent Catholic, and percent Jewish) of each
county. Sources for all variables are detailed in Section 1 of the online appendix. For
brevity purposes, only the key interaction terms are included in the table. The full
regressions are included in Section 2 of the online appendix.

The first model uses change in turnout between 2012 and 2016 as the dependent vari-
able, while the second model employs county turnout in 2016 as the dependent variable
and includes county turnout in 2012 as a lagged independent variable.

4 J. KUK ET AL.



The key variable in Table 1 is the interaction between the racial demographics of a given
county and the implementation of a new strict ID law in the state. As the negative and
significant interactions in both models in Table 1 show turnout declines significantly
more in racially diverse counties relative to less diverse counties in states that enact
strict ID laws over this period than it does in other states. Substantively, the effect is size-
able. Using the estimate from model 2 which is the more conservative estimate of the two
regressions, we find that turnout in counties where 75% of the population was non-White
declined 2.6 percentage points (relative to turnout in all White counties) more in Alabama,
Mississippi, Virginia, andWisconsin after those states instituted their strict photo ID laws,
than it did in other states.9

Difference-in differences with mean balancing

One concern with the analysis to this point is that the states in the control group that have
not implemented strict ID laws in our time frame may not represent ideal counterfactuals.
If turnout trends in these states differ from turnout trends in the four new strict ID states,
our results may be skewed. To address this concern, we construct a comparable control
group through a mean-balancing method that balances on pre-treatment turnout and
other key covariates in the years 2000–2012 before these strict ID laws were put in
place (Hazlett and Xu 2018; see online appendix for details about the method).

Our results using the balancing method match what we found earlier. In Figure 1, we
illustrate the impact of strict ID laws for counties with different racial demographics
after balancing. The figure clearly shows that as the share of the county that is non-
white increases, the negative impact of strict ID laws also increases. The model estimates
that relative to turnout in all White counties, turnout in counties with a 75% non-White
population declines 1.5 points more in states that just adopted strict ID laws than in
states that didn’t implement a strict ID law. Given that the margin of victory in Wiscon-
sin in the 2016 Presidential election was only 0.77 percentage points, this is a meaningful
effect.

In an alternative test, we balanced treated and control counties not only on the outcome
variable – pre-treatment turnout– but also on key covariates like the racial makeup of each
county. Fortunately, when we add percent non-white, percent Black, and percent Hispanic
to our mean-balancing procedure, we arrive at nearly identical results (see online
appendix).

Table 1. Testing the racial disparate of strict photo ID laws: 2012–2016.
Change in county turnout

(2012–2016)
2016 Turnout (w/lagged 2012

turnout)

Percent Minority * New Strict States –.060 (.020)** –.034 (.015)*
Percent Minority –.037 (.013)** –.056 (.008)**
New Strict States –.044 (.006)** –.026 (.005)**
R Squared .66 .98
Number of Observations 2599 2599
County Demographic Controls Y Y
Changes in State Political Context and State Electoral
Laws Controls

Y Y

Note: Figures are the regression coefficient and the standard error in parantheses.
**Difference is significant at the .01 level.
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Robustness checks

As a check on the robustness of these results in the online appendix, we engaged in a series of
different tests which are included in the online appendix. First, since no two voter ID laws
are the same and different laws in different states may be targeting different groups we
looked at each strict ID state separately (see Section 6). We find closer to a consistent
effect. The four states that initiated strict ID laws in our period –Alabama,Mississippi,Wis-
consin, andVirginia– all experienced exceptionally highdeclines in turnout in racial diverse
counties (relative to largely white counties) after those states instituted strict photo ID laws.

It is also possible that the same law affects different racial and ethnic groups differently.
Thus, in Section 7 of the online appendix, we looked at the effects of these laws on Blacks
and Hispanic separately. Our various tests were, however, inconclusive with some pointing
to Blacks being disproportionately targeted by these laws, while others suggested that His-
panics were more impacted. In addition, we document other robustness checks that (a)
exclude states with preexisting strict ID laws from the comparison set (Section 4), (b) con-
ducted a placebo test using the years prior to the implementation of strict ID laws in our
four states (Section 5), (c) employed a hierarchical linear model (Section 8), (d) only com-
pared strict ID states to other Republican-led states (Section 9), and (e) used data on indi-
vidual level turnout from North Carolina and the Cooperative Congressional Election
Survey to help address concerns of the ecological fallacy (Section 10). These tests help
to confirm the racially disparate impact of these laws.

Implications

Voter ID laws are becoming more common and more strict. The stakes for American
democracy are high and growing higher by the year. In this article, we have attempted

Figure 1. The marginal effect of strict photo ID laws conditional on percent minority.
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to provide a rigorous empirical assessment of these laws. By focusing on data from recent
elections after strict photo ID laws have been widely implemented, by using official
turnout data to eliminate concerns over inflated and biased turnout patterns from self-
reported survey data, and by employing a research design that incorporates longitudinal
data and difference-in-difference tests, our analysis overcomes many of the core problems
faced by previous studies.

The findings presented here strongly suggest that these laws do, in fact, represent a
major burden that disproportionately affects minorities and significantly alters the
makeup of the voting population. Where these laws are enacted, turnout in racially
diverse counties declines, it declines more than in less diverse areas, and it declines
more sharply than it does in other states. As a result of these laws, the voices of
racial minorities become more muted and the relative influence of white America
grows. An already significant racial skew in American democracy becomes all the
more pronounced. If courts are indeed trying to gauge the burden these laws impose
on minorities and others, then this new data should help the courts with their
deliberations.

Notes

1. For a review of active voter identification cases see: https://www.brennancenter.org/our-
work/research-reports/state-voting-rights-litigation-july-2019.

2. For example, Crawford vs Marion County Election Board (2008).
3. For example, United States Courts of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit No. 16-1468 (2016).
4. Coding for strict ID laws is based on the National Conference of State Legislators (2019)

except for Alabama which is coded as a strict ID state because the only alternative to present-
ing an ID in that state is to have two election officials sign a sworn statement saying that they
know the voter.

5. Data for the count- level vote totals are from the Atlas of US Elections and the Congressional
Quarterly Voting and Election website.

6. To address migration into or out of the county, we also control for change in the county
voting age population.

7. Only eight states (AL, GA, FL, LA, NC, PN, SC, and TN) ask for race/ethnicity when citizens
register to vote.

8. Regressions include standard errors clustered at the state level and are weighted by county
population size.

9. For this comparison, we drop states that already have strict ID laws. If we include states that
implemented strict photo ID laws before 2012, the pattern is similar.
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